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Photocopy Rights

First Words resources are available to families, educators and health providers at no cost.

In accordance to intellectual property rights, the use these documents must acknowledge the First Words Preschool Speech and Language Program of Ottawa.

We ask that you:

- copy and use the resource in its entirety
- keep the First Words logo and contact information on the resource sheet
- include the name of the author and any reference to sources

Republishing Rights

Our resources are intended for distribution to the community at large to promote early identification of speech and/or language delays and to provide the community with strategies to help build communication with preschoolers. The public may use our resources as downloads, as part of professional development, in newsletters or other publications, and as part of a training workshop. Material from our website may not be sold or used commercially.

Prior to republishing our resources, please contact First Words at first.words@pqchc.com to obtain written permission, describing the context in which you would like to use the documents.